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With "A Stroll in the Breeze" as the art theme, the hotel becomes 

a delightful promenade where one encounters playful colors of the 

Ginowan sky and sea, the grace of flowers blooming in the garden, 

the vitality of the fields, and the mystical world of Yanbaru. Each 

moment is uniquely captured by local artists who continue to 

challenge new forms of traditional Okinawan craftsmanship, 

adding to a memorable experience for the guests.

Project Name

Okinawa Prince Hotel Ocean View Ginowan

Opened

April, 2022

Owner

PRINCE HOTELS, INC.

Interior Design

Public Space: FIELD FOUR DESIGN OFFICE Co., Ltd. 
/ Club Lounge: Hirsch Bedner Associates

Okinawa Prince Hotel Ocean View Ginowan



Inviting the colorful scenery of the Ginowan sea into the entrance, the jade-colored Shisa greets the guests with his and her delightful expressions. 

The Bingata work at the reception, dyed in an impressive series of blues, expresses ever so delicately the sea breeze, waves, and wind movement 

of the ocean. Here, the traditional crafts representing Okinawa are gifted with a new colorful touch.

1F Entrance - Reception: Sea Breeze



The path toward the restaurant reveals the beauty of the inland plateau of Okinawa. Red flowers swaying and blooming in the garden are represented with 

Yachimun, traditional Okinawan ceramics. The restaurant host a Bingata art that captures the colors and shapes of local vegetables grown by harusa (or farmer 

in Okinawan Japanese,) which support the island's longevity. The blessings of Okinawan soil amuse the eyes, adding a hidden flavor to the culinary experience.

1F All Day Dining: Breeze on the soil 



Only the sun can create the line between the sky and the sea, and such play of colors between nature and time is depicted through two different traditional 

crafts. The blue palette of the sea and sky is boldly woven into Okinawan indigo-dyed tapestry using the depth and beauty of the indigo threads. On the other 

hand, the colorful Shuri-ori weaving expresses the scene of dusk, capturing the moment when the setting sun brings colors to the Ginowan horizon.

2F Banquet Room: Breeze at the horizon 



This area focuses on the mystical charm of Okinawa's nature, which rises inland. The long corridor of the wellness area pays homage to Muinukah by depicting 

an original version of Yanbaru. Walking through the lush green world of the island, one discovers Havel (butterflies) and Kuba leaves. The arts hope to trigger 

curiosity about the beautiful tales and the wisdom of the Shimanchu (or island people) passed down from generation to generation.

2F Wellness Area: Wind through the Forest 



14F Club Lounge

3-14F Guestroom Floor
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